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What All the World’s A-Seeking: The Vital Law of True Life, True Greatness, Power and Happiness
Create the Life You Want, A Hampton Roads Collection
Ralph Waldo Trine and Mina Parker
Learn how the law of attraction can offer truly powerful and successful existence from this nineteenth century pioneer of the New Thought movement.

Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

Within You Is the Power
Create the Life You Want, A Hampton Roads Collection
Henry Thomas Hamblin and Mina Parker
Expand your potential with these techniques and strategies for developing the subconscious mind and spirit from the New Thought writer and mystic.

eISBN 978-1-61940-022-1 • $3.99
Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

Each Day Your Life Begins
Create the Life You Want, A Hampton Roads Collection
Lynn Grabhorn and Mina Parker

Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

The Power of Concentration: The First Five Lessons
Create the Life You Want, A Hampton Roads Collection
Theron Q. Dumont and Mina Parker
The classic book on using the power of concentration to attain self-mastery, efficiency, and success in business and personal matters.

eISBN 978-1-61940-023-8 • $2.99
Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

The Secret Door to Success
Create the Life You Want, A Hampton Roads Collection
Florence Scovel Shinn and Mina Parker
The law of attraction, law of plenty, and the law of preparation and other prosperity teachings are revealed here by one of the best loved early twentieth century self-help writers.

Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble
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Each Day Your Life Begins: Part Two
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Lynn Grabhorn and Mina Parker
Category: Self-Help

As a Man Thinketh
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
James Allen and Mina Parker
A pioneer of the inspirational thought movement, James Allen offers wisdom and advice in As a Man Thinketh through both western and eastern schools of thought. By marrying mysticism and pragmatism, Allen offers insight on how to shape our lives with the power of our own mind.
eISBN 978-1-61940-050-4 • $2.99
Category: Self-Help

The Power of Concentration: Part Two
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Theron Q. Dumont and Mina Parker
Theron Q. Dumont was a member of the New Thought movement and honorary president of the International New Thought Alliance for a time. These five lessons from Dumont’s classic are filled with practical advice, aphorisms, and stories all geared toward sharpening your ability to truly focus.
Category: Self-Help

Thoughts I Met on the Highway
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Ralph Waldo Trine and Mina Parker
Ralph Waldo Trine is one of the first great explorers in the New Thought movement. In his six-part guide to a full life, the principles of the law of attraction are seen through a holistic lens of love and service to others as the foundation for a truly powerful and successful existence.
Category: Self-Help

Nerves and Common Sense
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Annie Payson Call and Mina Parker
Annie Payson Call’s writing rings out as a voice of clarity, warmth, and spirit. In Nerves and Common Sense she offers the key to the steady undoing of our own anxious and depressive habits through meditation, authenticity, kindness, and inner peace.
eISBN 978-1-61940-051-1 • $5.99
Category: Self-Help

As a Man Thinketh
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
James Allen and Mina Parker
A pioneer of the inspirational thought movement, James Allen offers wisdom and advice in As a Man Thinketh through both western and eastern schools of thought. By marrying mysticism and pragmatism, Allen offers insight on how to shape our lives with the power of our own mind.
eISBN 978-1-61940-050-4 • $2.99
Category: Self-Help

Each Day Your Life Begins
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Lynn Grabhorn and Mina Parker
Category: Self-Help

The Power of Concentration: Part Two
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Theron Q. Dumont and Mina Parker
Theron Q. Dumont was a member of the New Thought movement and honorary president of the International New Thought Alliance for a time. These five lessons from Dumont’s classic are filled with practical advice, aphorisms, and stories all geared toward sharpening your ability to truly focus.
Category: Self-Help

Thoughts I Met on the Highway
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Ralph Waldo Trine and Mina Parker
Ralph Waldo Trine is one of the first great explorers in the New Thought movement. In his six-part guide to a full life, the principles of the law of attraction are seen through a holistic lens of love and service to others as the foundation for a truly powerful and successful existence.
Category: Self-Help
Each Day Your Life Begins: Part Three
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Lynn Grabhorn and Mina Parker
Inspired by Lynn Grabhorn’s landmark book *Excuse Me, Your Life Is Waiting*, Parker illuminates and explores the law of attraction, and brings together ancient wisdom and new concepts that apply to our hectic lives.
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

The Freedom of Life
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Annie Payson Call and Mina Parker
Ladies’ Home Journal contributor
Annie Payson Call explains the power of concentration, describes how to release resistant energy in the body and mind, and lays out a practical approach to working through fear and anxiety in work and family life.
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

The Power of Concentration: Part Three
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Theron Q. Dumont (Atkinson) and Mina Parker
The third of the five lessons from Dumont’s classic on harnessing the power of concentration. Filled with practical advice, as well as aphorisms and stories, these early writings provide reassurance that our thoughts and intentions can change our life.
eISBN 978-1-61940-056-6 • $2.99
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

Initiative Psychic Energy
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Warren Hilton and Mina Parker
eISBN 978-1-61940-058-0 • $2.99
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

Dynamic Thought, Lessons 1-4
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Henry Thomas Hamblin and Mina Parker
The first four of Henry Thomas Hamblin’s classic twelve New Thought lessons on systems to build character, gain success, and develop our innate creative power.
eISBN 978-1-61940-059-7 • $2.99
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble
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YOUR Invisible Power
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Genevieve Behrend and Mina Parker
This book, more than a hundred years old and based on the earliest teachings of the New Thought movement, brings us face to face with some of the most authentic and open-hearted explorations of the power of thought to change our lives.

Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

The Heart of New Thought
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Ella Wheeler Wilcox and Mina Parker
These short essays and meditations are filled with practical advice for creating our best possible life, a daily dose of this common sense approach to New Thought, or the law of attraction, is just what we need to bring our broken world back into harmony. To read this book is to feel a rhythm like a heartbeat: steady, natural, life-affirming.

Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon

Each Day Your Life Begins, Part Four
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Lynn Grabhorn and Mina Parker
Inspired by Lynn Grabhorn’s landmark book Excuse Me, Your Life Is Waiting, Parker illuminates and explores the law of attraction, and brings together ancient wisdom and new concepts that apply to our hectic lives.

Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon

Dynamic Thought, Lessons 5-8
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Henry Thomas Hamblin and Mina Parker
Five through nine of Henry Thomas Hamblin’s classic twelve New Thought lessons on systems to build character, gain success, and develop our innate creative power.

Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

The Power of Concentration
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Theron Q. Dumont and Mina Parker
The penultimate of the five lessons from Dumont’s classic on harnessing the power of concentration. Filled with practical advice, as well as aphorisms and stories, these early writings provide reassurance that our thoughts and intentions can change our life.

ISBN 978-1-61940-077-1 • $2.99
Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

Hampton Roads Publishing
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Each Day Your Life Begins, Part Five
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Lynn Grabhorn and Mina Parker
Inspired by Lynn Grabhorn’s landmark book *Excuse Me, Your Life Is Waiting*, Parker illuminates and explores the law of attraction, and brings together ancient wisdom and new concepts that apply to our hectic lives.
eISBN 978-1-61940-105-1 • $3.99
Category: Self-Help

Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

Dynamic Thought, Lessons 9-12
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Henry Thomas Hamblin and Mina Parker
Lessons nine through twelve of early New Thought author Henry Thomas Hamblin’s classic system to build character and gain success. Full of straightforward advice, inspiring aphorisms, and relentless positivity, Hamblin guides us to alter our mental attitude, direct our thoughts into those channels, and discover and develop our innate creative power.
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

The Art of Money Getting
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
P.T. Barnum and Mina Parker
The Greatest Showman on Earth was also, it turns out, one of the greatest inspirational authors you’ll ever read. Full of practical advice, wry anecdotes, and the kind of inspiration that lights a fire that will keep on burning, this book is for anyone with an entrepreneurial spirit.
eISBN 978-1-61940-104-4 • $3.99
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

The Life Radiant
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Lilian Whiting and Mina Parker
The Life Radiant brings a dose of supercharged inspiration to daily living, imbued with “the sweetness and exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life.” The radiant life Whiting describes is one with plenty of room for change and growth, with an open invitation to be forthcoming, and gentle, and true, and passionate.
eISBN 978-1-61940-107-5 • $5.99
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble

Home Course in Mental Science
Create the Life You Want,
A Hampton Roads Collection
Helen Wilmans and Mina Parker
This course, by author and healer Helen Wilmans, in mental science, or mind over matter, releases our most powerful force: imagination. As Wilmans says in this book, “it is the imagination that is the body-builder. It is this quality of untrammeled thought that is now recognized as the wings of the body; the lifting power of the body.”
Category: Self-Help
Buy now from Amazon
Buy now from Barnes & Noble